Compound subjects and predicates

Grade 4 Sentences Worksheet

Circle the **subjects**. Underline the **predicates**.

1. **We** will eat pizza and **play** games.

2. My grandpa and grandma **are having a party**.

3. My mom and dad **buy** prizes and **give** gifts.

4. I love to **spend time** with my family.

5. My grandma **makes pies** and serves **hot chocolate**.

6. My sister and I **are excited** about the party.

Write a sentence about **food** using:

1. One subject and one predicate.

   __________________________________________

2. One subject and two predicates.

   __________________________________________

3. Two subjects and one predicate.

   __________________________________________

4. Two subjects and two predicates.

   __________________________________________
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Grade 4 Sentences Worksheet

**Answer**

1. **We** will eat pizza and **play games**.
2. **My grandpa** and **grandma** are having a party.
3. **My mom** and **dad** buy prizes and **give gifts**.
4. **I** love to spend time with my family
5. **My grandma** makes pies and **serves hot chocolate**.
6. **My sister** and **I** are excited about the party.

Answers will vary.

Write a sentence about **food** using:

1. One subject and one predicate.
   **Tacos are the best food**.

2. One subject and two predicates.
   **My mom makes chicken tacos and covers them with sauce**.

3. Two subjects and one predicate.
   **My brother and I add sour cream to the tacos**.

4. Two subjects and two predicates.
   **Cheese and salsa flavors the tacos and makes them delicious**.